FEATURE

USE THESE WORDS TO STIMULATE POSITIVE RESPONSES
fast and expect to be tested. The Controller might argue, interrupt, disagree, raise
his voice and challenge your thoughts.
But keep in mind that his behavior is
not an attack on you. The Controller’s
attitude is not personal; it’s just the way
he communicates.
Analyzer: Characterized by analysis,
details, logic and systematic inquiry,
the Analyzer might also be called a
bit stiff. He functions in a steady and
tenacious manner, finding great satisfaction in identifying a problem, carefully
weighing options and testing them to
determine the best possible solution.
The Analyzer is of great value as a logical
thinker who provides objectivity to a
complex problem. Don’t expect him to
be the life of the party, but he will show
up on time.
You need to stay well organized when
working with Analyzers, have your
details lined up and carefully plan each
meeting. Speak slowly, as he processes
information more thoroughly than
most. And pause to ask questions about
the topic you’re discussing to make sure
you’re both on the same page. One of
the surest ways to create a communication barrier with the Analyzer is to generalize. Remember: Think specifics.
Supporter: A concern for people dominates the thinking and behavior of the
Supporter’s style. He’s often sought out
for his ability to empathize and for his
patience with others during a time of
crisis. An understanding listener, he
can identify change in ways that reduce
conflicting forces and increase the likelihood of cooperation and teamwork.
A weakness among Supporters is their
tendency to become emotional, which
might be viewed as a substitute for taking action. Of the four personality types,
the Supporter is the most likely to back
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Each communication style responds
differently to different words. Here are
a few words that normally stimulate
positive responses. Use these words to
enhance communications with the
challenging personality:

CONTROLLER
Planned
Completed
Mission
Objective
Return on
investment
Competitive
advantage

ANALYZER
Experience
Factual
Proven
Principles

SUPPORTER
Consensus
Flexible
Adaptable
Reliable
Dependable
Precedent

PROMOTER
Possible
Doable
Hunches
Innovative
Ingenious

away in times of conflict.
You can achieve effective communications with the Supporter through
an informal, open and personalized
approach. Maintain ample physical
space between yourself and the Supporter. While you can be enthusiastic,
even somewhat aggressive when communicating with the Controller, the
Supporter will balk at signs of aggressive
interaction.
Promoter: The Promoter is characterized by a heavy emphasis on ideas, innovation, concepts and long-range thinking. The Promoter will challenge you
– not because he’s hostile but because he
has learned the value of constant probing to uncover new ideas.
A fast and deep thinker, he questions

himself and others. He’s not inclined to
take things for granted. The Promoter is
seen as a leader and a visionary capable
of seeing new possibilities that others do not sense. This is a person with
a strong ego who can come across as
“superior” and can be condescending
in his communications. Quick thinking
and a quick wit are characteristics of the
promoter.
When communicating with the Promoter, probe for his ideas and concepts.
Ask questions. Because so much of this
individual’s ego is invested in what he
does and how he does it, communicate
your awareness of his ideas, plans and,
most of all, his vision. Promoters love to
talk about their plans. Let them have at
it. Sit back and absorb.
When you take the initiative and
create change for the better, great things
can happen. You set a positive example
for others to follow, and you create a
more harmonious atmosphere for yourself and your co-workers. Anne Frank
captured the essence of this when she
wrote, “How wonderful it is that nobody
need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world.” While changing the world may not be your goal, you
can take pride knowing that through
your knowledge of how to effectively
communicate and deal with challenging
personalities, your status as a manager
and as a leader will be more productive
and enjoyable.
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